
Citing & referencing
a brief guide



Definitions

 Citation

A citation is an indication in the text that the text, comes from an external research. Every citation should be given a
full reference at the end of the document

 Reference

A reference gives full details regarding the source cited in our work. Style ensure the consistency in the writing of
references and that all required elements are included

 Bibliography

A list, usually at the end of the document, containing all references. It can be in alphabetical order, or sorted by
citations. The title of this section can vary, depending on the style’s recommendations

 Resource

Different media types that can be used to support our research. Typically research material includes: text
documents, pdf files, websites, video, picture or photographs, audio, maps



Subject selection

 Suppose the subject of study is “the life and work of photographer Dorothea Lange”

 How to approach the subject ex. Do I want to emphasize that the photographer is a woman? Am I
interested in the technical aspects of her photographs? Do I plan to highlight the character and
ethos she had in her life?

 Research based on keywords such as “Dorothea Lange”, “Dorothea Lange photography”,
“Dorothea Lange life”

 Consider “Is my research novel?”



Find relevant resources (1/4)

 Preparation stage

 State of the art research or Literature review

 Ensures that already known research is taken into account

 A good practice for human knowledge to move forward

 Consider Copyright and Plagiarism related questions

 All references must appear at the end of the document as citations

 Avoid documenting common knowledge

 Find and a play a work-flow suitable to your needs



Find relevant resources (2/4)

 Where do I find information on my subject?

 Google search with terms “Dorothea Lange”

 Even though we are expected not to cite Wikipedia, it’s entry contains lots of resources

 Which of those may be useful? Which may lead to other similar resources?



Find relevant resources (3/4)

 Google search with terms “Dorothea Lange”

 Switch to Images tab in Google search

 Inspect in which websites we can find Lange’s photographs. Are there any URLs worth visiting?



Find relevant resources (4/4)

 Similarly this method can be applied to other material, say a pdf article



Information evaluation

 In theory we can get information from everywhere ex. YouTube, websites, etc.

 How can we tell that the information provided is authentic, accurate?

 For example, is the news site https://www.infowars.com/ trustworthy? Should we refer to
information obtained from the above site?

 In the past, the site has a record of posting fake news stories.

 Prefer referring to valid information, such as peer-reviewed articles

 Consider our own biases!

https://www.infowars.com/


Sources of scientific research (1/2)

 Google Scholar, Research Gate, Semantic Scholar

 IKEE, Institutional repository of scientific publications Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (AUTh)

 Dione Digital repository of the University of Piraeus

 Pergamos Institutional Repository / Digital Library of the University of Athens (UoA)

 Dspace NTUA Digital Library of National Technical University of Athens

 National Archive of PhD Theses from the National Documentation Centre (EKT)

 Website of the National Library of Greece

https://scholar.google.com/
https://www.researchgate.net/
https://www.semanticscholar.org/
http://ikee.lib.auth.gr/
https://dione.lib.unipi.gr/xmlui/
https://pergamos.lib.uoa.gr/uoa/dl/frontend/en/index.html
https://dspace.lib.ntua.gr/xmlui/
https://phdtheses.ekt.gr/eadd/?locale=en
https://www.nlg.gr/


Sources of scientific research (2/2)

 DOAJ online directory of open access* peer-reviewed journals

 Geitonas School Library offers collection of open educational resources,

 plus a collection of journals related to educational topics

 Sage journals such as the Journal of Research in International Education

 Open journals by Taylor & Francis

 Springer Open journals

 Elsevier open access journals

*According to UNESCO1 “Open Access (OA) means free access to information and unrestricted use of electronic resources for everyone.
Any kind of digital content can be OA, from texts and data to software, audio, video, and multi-media.”

1 https://en.unesco.org/open-access/what-open-access

https://doaj.org/
https://www.geitonas.edu.gr/vivliothiki-774202-418910-746877.html
https://www.geitonas.edu.gr/vivliothiki-774202-418910-746877-860564.html
https://journals.sagepub.com/home/jri
https://journals.sagepub.com/home/jri
https://www.tandfonline.com/openaccess/openjournals
https://www.springeropen.com/
https://www.elsevier.com/open-access/open-access-journals


Reference management software (1/7)

 Visit Mendeley homepage, download and install software (Windows, Mac, Linux)

 While in the same page, we can download additional tools such as Mendeley Web Importer and
Citation Plugin for Microsoft Word

 The first helps in automatically adding resources to a Mendeley collection

 The second allows users to automatically insert citations and references from a Mendeley
collection to text

https://www.mendeley.com/download-desktop-new/


Reference management software (2/7)

 After installation, open Mendeley and create a new working folder, a base for the document
collection

 Add files or folder by drag & drop, copy-paste or by using the menu options File > Add files and
File > Add folder



Reference management software (3/7)

 We can add files in Mendeley by using the Web Importer tool

 This is a plugin for most current browsers. After installation the usage button will appear top right 
corner of the browser

 This way we can import to our collection, not only files, but references as well



Reference management software (4/7)

 Mendeley also offers a Web Library were users can work remotely

 With Mendeley web library there is no need to download the desktop app

 To access it, create a free account and sign in to the platform

 Another software for managing citations and references is Zotero

 It offers a desktop app (Windows, macOS, Linux) and Zotero Connector plugin

 As with Mendeley the Zotero Connector plugin allows to automatically insert resources from the 
web to a collection

https://www.mendeley.com/reference-manager/library/all-references
https://www.zotero.org/download/


Reference management software (5/7)

 Drag & drop documents to a new collection 

 Right – click selected documents to create a citation or bibliography



Reference management software (6/7)

 Additionally, once installed, Zotero is compatible to work with Google documents

 It allows citations and bibliography to be inserted and edited online



Reference management software (7/7)

 Zotero also offers a variety of options such as a Web Library

 Users can automatically create citations by using the three lines button



Bibliography (1/7)

 To create references from Mendeley, select resources to include. Right-click and then select Copy
As > Formatted Citation. Then simply paste them inside the document



Bibliography (2/7)
 We can choose to insert references and bibliography in Word documents by using the Citation

Plugin mentioned previously

 Select a citation style, click on Insert Citation to insert a citation and right after select Insert
Bibliography



Bibliography (3/7)

 Alternatively, to automatically create citations or references visit the online service
citethisforme.com

 To highlight, select Citation style to work with from the menu and then click the Add New
Reference button

 Then specify the type of your resource

https://www.citethisforme.com/


Bibliography (4/7)

 For Books and Journals, we can search using the ISBN or the DOI accordingly

 Finally, extract citation or reference by selecting either Copy bibliography citation or Copy In-text
citation



Bibliography (5/7)

 Also many research platforms provide the option to cite a resource

 Click on the Cite button to select citation style and copy the reference



Bibliography (6/7)

 Similar to citethisforme, we can use zoterobib online service

 It allows users to search for resources and cite them

 Select the style guide of your preference from the menu

https://zbib.org/


Bibliography (7/7)

 Place bibliographic references at the end of the document, usually in the order they appear in 
text

 Many times software fails to automatically capture all the elements of a reference

 Review the document to ensure everything is in order



Citations

We can use in-text citations in two ways

 Serial number

Peterson points out that “deliberate breaches form a relatively small proportion of dishonesty cases whereas up to 80% in most 
years involve misuse of others’ work through plagiarism or collusion” [2]

 Name(s) of author(s) and date

Peterson points out that “deliberate breaches form a relatively small proportion of dishonesty cases whereas up to 80% in most 
years involve misuse of others’ work through plagiarism or collusion” [Peterson et al., 1997]



Footnotes

 For inserting footnotes in MS Word, select References tab

 Place the mouse cursor right after the text you want to cite and select Insert Footnote

 Write the footnote at the end of each page of the paper



LaTeX & BibTeX

 LaTex and BibTex are document preparation and reference management systems

 Online platforms such as Overleaf allow to easily prepare research documents

 They are commonly used in academia for the dissemination of research papers

https://www.overleaf.com/


Thank you

Questions or suggestions to nkapellas@geitonas.edu.gr

mailto:nkapellas@geitonas.edu.gr

